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Executive summary
Although online disinformation and misinformation about the coronavirus
are different—the former is the intentional spreading of false or misleading
information and the latter is the unintentional sharing of the same—both
are a serious threat to public health. Social media platforms have facilitated
an informational environment that, in combination with other factors, has
complicated the public health response, enabled widespread confusion, and
contributed to loss of life during the pandemic.
Looking ahead, the Center for American Progress expects disinformation and
misinformation about the coronavirus to shift and worsen. As public health
conditions vary more widely across the United States, this geographic variation
will be an ideal vector for malicious actors to exploit. Without robust local media
ecosystems, it will be especially difficult for social media platforms to moderate
place-based disinformation and misinformation.
Long-term regulatory action will be needed to address the structural factors that
contribute to an online environment in which misinformation and disinformation
thrive. In the near term, social media platforms must do more to reduce the harm they
facilitate, starting with fast-moving coronavirus misinformation and disinformation.
Social media platforms should go further in addressing coronavirus
misinformation and disinformation by structurally altering how their websites
function. For the sake of public health, social media platforms must change their
product features designed to incentivize maximum engagement and amplify the
most engaging posts over all others. Doing so will require fundamental changes
to the user-facing products and to back-end algorithms that deliver content and
make recommendations. Platforms must pair these changes with unprecedented
transparency in order to enable independent researchers and civil society groups
to appropriately study their effects.
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With an eye toward proactively reducing mis/disinformation around the
coronavirus crisis, this report makes specific recommendations of product
changes that increase friction—anything that inhibits user action within a digital
interface—and provide greater context. These principles are discussed in detail
below, and suggestions are listed for convenience in the Appendix. Examples of
changes recommended include:
• Virality circuit breakers. Platforms should detect, label, suspend algorithmic
amplification, and prioritize rapid review and fact-checking of trending coronavirus
content that displays reliable misinformation markers, which can be drawn from the
existing body of coronavirus mis/disinformation.
• Scan-and-suggest features. Platforms should develop privacy-sensitive features
to scan draft posts, detect drafts discussing the coronavirus, and suggest quality
information to users or provide them cues about being thoughtful or aware of
trending mis/disinformation prior to publication.
• Subject matter context additions. Social media platforms should embed quality
information and relevant fact checks around posts on coronavirus topics. Providing
in-post context by default can help equip users with the information they need to
interpret the post content for themselves.
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Overview
Disinformation online thrives in crisis.1 Malicious actors capitalize on confusion,
fear, and sorrow online for profit and political gain, intentionally spreading
falsehoods and conspiracy and stoking engagement among social media users.
Though a long-standing practice, this has perhaps never been more apparent than
with COVID-19. Simultaneously, ongoing global attention and evolving scientific
understanding of the novel coronavirus have created conditions for widespread
sharing of misinformation—a problem in and of itself and a problem in the way
it aids disinformation producers. Due to the prevalence of disinformation and
misinformation on social media platforms, their use has become a health risk 2
during the coronavirus crisis. As the United States enters the next phase of the
pandemic, which will bring even greater variation in public health conditions
across the country, CAP is concerned that coronavirus disinformation and
misinformation problems will intensify online.
Initial steps from social media platforms to mitigate COVID-19 mis/
disinformation have sought to elevate “authoritative sources” of information, such
as leading public health agencies, and to improve content moderation to reactively
minimize harmful information. 3 Social media platforms’ new commitments
indicate a promising, if long overdue, shift. But as the United States faces the
further disintegration of the shared reality of the pandemic, the need to do
more than elevate authoritative information and reactively moderate harmful
information is clear. Platforms can and must take additional, immediate actions
to address coronavirus mis/disinformation by beginning to fundamentally alter
their products, changing both the user-facing front ends and the algorithmically
powered back ends that are invisible to the user.
The initial shared reality of the pandemic in the United States—with many
states issuing stay-at-home orders to flatten the curve—has grown less universal.
COVID-19 conditions have begun to vary substantially by geography: With
some areas successfully suppressing the virus, some managing ongoing growth,
and others grappling with re-outbreaks, one can expect a greater variety of
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state- or local-specific public health measures. The differentiation of public
health conditions, lack of certainty around the coronavirus, and lack of local
media resources are likely to lead to continued spread of misinformation. For
malicious actors, the local variation in COVID-19 conditions and response is
a ripe opportunity to sow division, cause chaos, and splinter what remains of a
shared nationwide narrative and sense of reality. Due especially to the hollowing
out of local media ecosystems over the past two decades,4 communities are
informationally vulnerable to place-based misinformation and disinformation.
The coronavirus crisis presents an ideal vector to exploit. The issue of pandemic
response is, as already demonstrated, 5 an easy informational vehicle for driving
political polarization, 6 harassing others,7 dehumanizing people of color, 8 and
gaining power and attention online.9
There is a need for regulatory action against social media platforms. Effectively
addressing online disinformation and misinformation problems will require
regulatory change and structural reckoning with the fundamentally predatory
elements of current business models. Ideally, this crisis will catalyze swift, systemic
change from both Congress and companies, with many excellent proposals
emerging along those lines from advocates and experts.10 The systemic factors at
play in terms of driving harmful content must also be considered, both on social
media platforms—such as algorithmic optimization decisions11—and beyond—
including systemic racism and coordinated behavior by white supremacist groups.12
Regulatory action will be required to address these issues and other factors that
create an online environment where mis/disinformation can thrive.
Until fundamental regulatory changes are made, however, there is an immediate
need for mitigation around ongoing COVID-19 mis/disinformation. This report
briefly explores the coming changes in the coronavirus crisis mis/disinformation
landscape before making near-term recommendations to social media platforms
on additional ways to mitigate harms. In this report, the authors wish to expand
the conversation about COVID-19 response measures on social media to include
proactive, near-term product strategies that could also mitigate pandemic
disinformation. The authors recommend strategies to provide greater product
context for users and to increase product friction; intentional friction would
introduce front-end features that invite a user to be more thoughtful in engaging
or sharing content, and back-end friction would alter the content algorithms that
determine what content a user sees. These recommendations run counter to the
frictionless product experience idealized by social media platforms, but they
should serve as a call to action to others in reimagining the status quo.
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The problem the
country faces is
not a binary one
of sorting through
true or false
information ... but
instead a social,
epistemic crisis
fueled by changing
media and political
landscapes.

Background
Misinformation about the coronavirus has plagued effective public health
response from the start. Early on, the World Health Organization (WHO) warned
of a so-called infodemic of online misinformation.13 As public health officials
urged the public to stay home and flatten the curve, experts raised the alarm that
their messages were competing with a tide of misinformation and disinformation
online.14 The uncertainty surrounding the coronavirus, paired with intense global
demand for information, created a perfect storm of speculation, conspiracy,
and sharing of false or even harmful information. Complicating the situation,
prominent public figures—including celebrities and politicians—were among the
primary drivers of engagement around COVID-19 misinformation in early 2020.15
For average users and influencers alike, coronavirus misinformation is so prevalent
on social media that it has become increasingly difficult to avoid participating in
spreading false or misleading narratives.
Compounding the problem in the United States, disinformation producers
seized on the COVID-19 pandemic as a way to advance their goals and
agendas by accelerating chaos online. Disinformation producers—and farright and white supremacist ecosystems in particular16 —have long sought to
exploit crisis moments to amplify false, conspiratorial, and hateful narratives.
Conspiracy theories have generally thrived in crisis,17 but the modern social
media environment and the sudden forced movement of attention online during
stay-at-home orders have been a gift to malicious actors. Leveraging prevailing
uncertainty, a demand for information, and an audience stuck online, these
groups have effectively deployed disinformation strategies to pervert perceptions
of public opinion and warp public discourse for their own gain. The coronavirus
crisis was merely the most recent topic weaponized by the far-right disinformation
ecosystem to spread racist narratives, undermine democratic institutions, and
cause chaos.18
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Defining disinformation and misinformation
Disinformation and misinformation differ on intent:19 Disinformation is considered to be
the intentional creation or sharing of false or misleading information, whereas spreading
misinformation is considered to be unintentional sharing. Analytically, discerning intent
requires understanding the creator’s context and can be difficult to prove without
identifying creators or uncovering coordination of efforts. Practically, the distinction can
also be blurred in cases where a person doesn’t care about the veracity of the information
at all: Indeed, the spread of misinformation includes cases not only where people are
fooled but also cases where people are enthusiastic about the content regardless of
veracity because it supports their worldview20 or where they are merely apathetic toward
the truth. This apathy toward truth, or exhaustion with the difficulty in discerning it amid
informational chaos online, is a feeling that disinformation producers have sought to
increase. Russian information operations, for example, have long sought to erode trust in
democratic institutions and processes by informationally exhausting Americans in hopes
that they will give up or tune out.21
It’s important to note that disinformation and misinformation are not always as
straightforward as the sharing of outright lies: Conspiracy, misleading design or framing,
opinion presented as fact, old facts presented as new facts, and the bent of each of these
issues online toward prejudice and violent speech are also part of these problems.22
While there are accounts and spaces dedicated to spreading mis/disinformation, these
accounts often gain audiences by blending harmful information with legitimate news
and innocuous posts or getting harmful messages amplified by more mainstream
accounts. In this report, the authors use disinformation, misinformation, and their
portmanteau (mis/disinformation) as synecdoche for representing the broader family of
problems that contribute to informational chaos online.

Platforms, for their part, were quick to respond once the pandemic hit the
United States. YouTube, 23 Facebook, 24 Instagram, 25 Reddit, 26 Twitter, 27 TikTok, 28
WhatsApp, 29 Snapchat, 30 and others pledged varying approaches to elevating
authoritative information and stemming the tide of disinformation or coordinated
inauthentic behavior, among other efforts. For discussion of actions taken thus
far, experts at Public Knowledge, 31 WITNESS, 32 the EU DisinfoLab, 33 and New
America’s Open Technology Institute34 have each put forth detailed analyses
of platform actions around COVID-19. Platforms’ enhanced efforts are needed
urgently and are long overdue. Advocates and scholars have long called for varied
but dramatic improvements to platform moderation systems. 35 Moreover, it is yet
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to be seen whether platforms will, as digital rights leaders from around the world
have called for, 36 commit to data preservation and data sharing around COVID-19
content moderation to enable independent evaluation.
Even acknowledging the challenges in implementing increased content moderation
enforcement during the pandemic, including unprecedented content moderation
contractor office shutdowns and a shift to automated systems, 37 it has been
sobering to see how little effect companies’ unprecedented actions seem to have
had on reducing the scale of the problem. 38 A recent fact sheet from the Reuters
Institute for the Study of Journalism found that, “On Twitter, 59% of posts rated
as false in our sample by fact-checkers remain up. On YouTube, 27% remain up,
and on Facebook, 24% of false-rated content in our sample remains up without
warning labels.”39 Researchers at Avaaz found that Facebook is “an epicentre of
coronavirus misinformation,” and came to similar conclusions: “Of the 41% of this
misinformation content that remains on the platform without warning labels, 65%
had been debunked by partners of Facebook’s very own fact-checking program,” and
“over half (51%) of non-English misinformation content had no warning labels.”40
YouTube has taken unprecedented steps to elevate quality information about the
coronavirus,41 but highly politicized or conspiratorial health information receives
more engagement relative to videos categorized as factual or neutral.42 Further
reports abound on instances of mislabeling, misapplying, slowly applying, or simply
not having terms that functionally address harmful or false coronavirus content.43
The challenges that social media companies face in turning promises into results
highlight a hard truth about tackling widespread mis/disinformation: The problem
the country faces is not a binary one of sorting through true or false information
about COVID-19 as it evolves, but instead a social, epistemic crisis fueled by
changing media and political landscapes—an evolution in which social media
platforms have played a central role.44 Though the initial misperception of the
public health crisis as apolitical was one enabler of social media platforms in their
unprecedented response to mis/disinformation, enforcement and implementation of
these changes have been complicated by the inherently political nature of amplifying
information and specifically by the increasingly polarized reaction to the pandemic
in the United States. Mis/disinformation from public officials and conservative
media ecosystems45 have accelerated this polarization and further complicated
efforts to slow coronavirus mis/disinformation and the coronavirus itself.46
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Helping people find trustworthy information about COVID-19 is also
complicated by the dynamic social and scientific processes that are unfolding
live: This virus is new, uncertainties abound, and scientific understanding is
rapidly evolving.47 Public institutions or official sources are themselves subject
to error, manipulation, and politicization. When the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) initially recommended against masks—for a mix of
public health, political, and economic reasons—skepticism in public discourse
raised the alarm that this may not be wise.48 The CDC rightly reversed that
recommendation49 —though lingering concerns remain—and the WHO only
recently made a recommendation. 50 Moreover, prominent public figures have both
intentionally and unintentionally played a key role in spreading coronavirus mis/
disinformation. In a recent analysis, researchers at the Reuters Institute found
that “top-down misinformation from politicians, celebrities, and other prominent
public figures made up just 20% of the claims in our sample but accounted for 69%
of total social media engagement.”51 For example, transportation entrepreneur
Elon Musk has provided a steady stream of misleading or false information
about the coronavirus crisis to his large number of social media followers since
the beginning of the crisis, including promoting unproven cures and repeatedly
downplaying the public health threat. 52
Unofficial, or interpersonal sources—discussion among friends and family about
what’s happening—also play an important role in every social circle for making
sense of it all. Crisis informatics expert Kate Starbird terms this process “collective
sensemaking,” which is a key human response to crisis. 53 While the individual
interpersonal sources used may not be “authoritative,” group sensemaking is
especially important in a time when the nation’s journalistic institutions are hurting
for funding, laying off workers, or shuttering—due in no small part to social media’s
capture of the online advertising market. Moreover, trust in government hovered at
historic lows even before the recent protests against police brutality. 54
The inherent challenges in uplifting quality information and dampening
coronavirus mis/disinformation will grow more, not less, acute as the nation
enters the next phase of the coronavirus crisis, which could last for months or
even years. Substantial uncertainty remains about COVID-19, and the public will
need to continue grappling with various aspects of pandemic response at regional,
state, and local levels. But as these conditions begin to vary more widely over
time, it will be increasingly difficult for platforms to have eyes on the sensemaking
process playing out in their spaces. Platforms have struggled to keep pace with
national guidance, which has been itself erratic at times, and this challenge will
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only compound with the growing variation in pandemic conditions. Such on-theground variation, combined with a demand for information and a lack of local
media outlets, may also facilitate place-based misinformation.
COVID-19 is an ideal informational vehicle for disinformation producers to
exploit for creating false perceptions of reality locally and elsewhere. With limited
quality information sources at state and local levels, it is exceedingly easy to
misrepresent local-level events and conditions to cause chaos and provide fake
evidence or a sense of momentum for broader disinformation narratives. Effective
public health responses could be derailed by place-based disinformation. As a
consequence, public perception of the pandemic in the United States could be
drastically influenced.
Coming shifts in the pandemic landscape will be difficult to navigate through
reactive content moderation strategies alone, particularly at a time when platforms
are ill-equipped to safely support the work of content moderators and to reorient
their automated systems to tackle the emerging issues presented by COVID-19. 55
Platforms can and must do more to improve content moderation practices and
algorithms, more effectively and consistently enforce their content policies, and
improve workplace conditions for content moderators. 56
Critically, the sheer scale of this challenge requires that every tool in the toolbox
be on the table, especially the very products with which users interact. Instead of
primarily being reactive to the spread of mis/disinformation, it is imperative that
the very interfaces that help generate, incentivize, or amplify harmful coronavirus
information be fully considered. Changes to the user-facing product must be
explored in order to prevent the creation and spread of mis/disinformation along
with algorithmic changes to prevent the spread of mis/disinformation once it is
live. These product changes must be deployed and tested by the companies with
a rapidity that matches the urgency of the moment. If paired with unprecedented
transparency measures to help the public understand and to improve existing
efforts, all of these are steps that can be implemented now, during the coronavirus
crisis, and can be assessed as time goes on. There is a narrow window for platforms
to make product changes to stymie the worst effects of this upcoming shift in
COVID-19 misinformation and disinformation.
Efforts to uplift authoritative information and more effectively moderate harmful
information posted to platforms should not obscure the fact that there is also a
broader range of structural product features that social media companies have
created and designed that could be altered to address the problem.
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Recommendations for platforms
While the particular implementations will vary across the style and constraints
of each platform, CAP believes that product-level changes focused on increased
context and friction are necessary to proactively slow the tide of pandemic mis/
disinformation. Product-level changes would adjust the content users see and the
interfaces they use to interact with that content, such as changes to the interface
on sharing a post or how the information in that post is presented. While the
burden of managing mis/disinformation should not be solely shifted to users, CAP
believes that design and features that help people navigate informational chaos are
a necessary component of reducing the harms of disinformation in the near term.
These recommendations are discussed in narrative form below and listed along
with additional suggestions in the Appendix.

Aid users by introducing friction
Social media companies have long optimized for “frictionless” experiences.
Within user experience design, friction is generally understood to be anything
that inhibits user action within a digital interface, 57 particularly anything that
requires an additional click or screen. Companies reduce friction to make it as
easy as possible for users to engage and spend as long as possible on the platform.
However, the downsides are clear when it comes to understanding the spread
of mis/disinformation: The user experience is hyperoptimized for maximum
engagement, which incentivizes user engagement with and consumption of
harmful content. This means that in general, users have little context for their
sharing and few cues that might encourage them to be thoughtful about doing
so—an especially acute problem for coronavirus mis/disinformation.
At present, there are a number of product features that enable the creation and
rapid spread of harmful misinformation. These features are working exactly as
intended—making it easy to create and share content and then amplifying that
content because it is highly engaging. These features, as part of a frictionless user
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experience, work in tandem with content recommendation algorithms—those
that determine what users see in newsfeeds, trending sections, homepages, and
various recommendations sections. Capturing more user time means more
advertising can be sold. User behavioral data drawn from engagement means that
advertising can be targeted more precisely, and thus be more profitable. On both
counts, social media algorithms are optimized for engagement at the expense of
any other value. Frictionless user experiences incentivize sharing, and engagement
algorithmic systems amplify the most engaging and outrageous content.
It’s past time for companies to do more than just pledge to be better at stopping
mis/disinformation. Companies must rethink the product features and algorithmic
optimization that they’ve designed to incentivize mis/disinformation in the first
place. Introducing friction could preserve collective sensemaking while changing
incentives, and in doing so, it could slow the spread of mis/disinformation. 58
Information policy expert Ellen P. Goodman, in her scholarship on “Digital
Information Fidelity and Friction,”59 writes that “communicative friction is a design
feature to support cognitive autonomy.” Paul Ohm and Jonathan Frankle frame
design principles consistent with this idea as “desirable inefficiencies.”60
Predicated on greater transparency, CAP recommends changes that add both
front-end friction and back-end friction—that is to say, changes visible in the
user interface as well as algorithmic changes that occur under the hood. In the
context of coronavirus mis/disinformation, front-end changes would introduce
cues that make users pause and think more about what they’re sharing and with
whom they’re sharing. Back-end efforts in this spirit would include introducing
internal structural measures to slow the creation and spread of potentially harmful
content. While these changes would be intertwined and are mutually influential,
both front-end and back-end approaches could discourage the creation of harmful
content in the first place and help arrest its spread once published.

Back-end friction
Developing virality circuit breakers. Platforms have total control of algorithmic

recommendation systems, but the opacity of platforms and their resistance to
collaboration with researchers or regulators have complicated research in this
area. In general, platforms have said that they’re seeking to reduce the prevalence
of various definitions of harmful COVID-19 content within their recommendation
algorithms. Without eyes on those efforts, however, it’s difficult to evaluate how
they might affect the environment. Yet in reflecting on the possibilities of friction,
CAP believes that there is an immediate algorithmic applicability in Goodman’s
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discussion of parallels to circuit breakers in the financial market. Commenting
on the adoption of friction in high-volatility algorithmic trading, Goodman
writes: “The purpose of these circuit-breakers, in the view of the New York Stock
Exchange, is to give investors ‘time to assimilate incoming information and the
ability to make informed choices during periods of high market volatility.’ That
is, it was expressly to create the space for the exercise of cognitive autonomy.”61
Circuit breakers are considered important even for the relatively sophisticated and
high-information actors in financial markets. The fact that the billions of social
media users in a contextless, opaque online environment have no safety checks
and fewer resources should give one pause.
Such a feature—a circuit breaker for viral mis/disinformation—has obvious
potential for curbing harmful information about the coronavirus. Platforms will
likely review harmful coronavirus information that reaches large audiences at
some point, but reviewing and taking down posts after they have already gone
viral often means the damage is already done. 62 Moreover, given that corrections
struggle to garner the same levels of viewership as misinformation, 63 it’s difficult
to mitigate the impact of harmful information once it’s out. Following Avaaz’s
“Correcting the Record” research, 64 platforms should still pursue and invest in
more robust methods of review; takedown; and direct, ad-hoc notification of users
who interact with a harmful post with an appropriately designed fact check. 65
There may also be room to develop circuit breaker-like systems that arrest the
spread of harmful viral content much earlier.
Platforms should identify trending coronavirus content that displays similar
markers to already fact-checked coronavirus mis/disinformation; is trending
within groups that incubate coronavirus mis/disinformation; or is posted by
accounts that are serial publishers of coronavirus mis/disinformation. In order
to create a body of work to inform the development of a viral circuit breaker,
platforms should begin by using internal data from past user interactions and
identified examples of viral COVID-19 misinformation to retroactively examine
the spread of previous misinformation. That analysis should then be used to
identify common patterns among viral COVID-19 disinformation to model the
impact of potential interventions. Platforms should rapidly and transparently
collaborate, test, and identify reliable indicators of harmful posts to carefully hone
such a detection system—opening this process to contribution from researchers,
journalists, technologists, and civil society groups across the world. Trending
coronavirus posts that have reliable indicators of mis/disinformation should
trigger rapid review by content moderation teams and get prioritization within
fact-checking processes.
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Until that review, fast-growing viral content believed to be related to the
coronavirus could trigger an internal viral circuit breaker that temporarily
prevents the content from algorithmic amplification in newsfeeds, appearing
in trending topics, or other algorithmically aggregated and promoted avenues.
Individual posting or message sharing could still occur—with the user warnings
outlined below—but the algorithmic pause would allow the necessary time for a
platform to review. Research will be needed to explore the holistic effects of such
a pause, but it’s possible that a short delay could prevent harms caused by the
initial unchecked distribution of coronavirus misinformation and disinformation
without overly punishing other coronavirus content. Such a feature may have
prevented the viral spread of recent coronavirus conspiracy videos that rapidly
republicized harmful, already debunked coronavirus falsehoods. 66
For users, fast-growing viral content believed to be related to the coronavirus that
is unchecked could cause a generic warning to pop up—such as “This content is
spreading rapidly, but it has not yet been fact-checked”—until the content is able
to be reviewed by platforms or third-party fact-checkers. Viral content should
automatically be placed at the top of a queue for third-party fact-checking. There
is, of course, reason for concern related to a “backfire effect”—placing a label
on unchecked content could cast unnecessary doubt on an array of posts and
potentially contribute to a user’s overall apathy toward or exhaustion with the
process of discerning the truth. Platforms should test numerous combinations
of these interventions and conduct both short- and long-term polling and
observation of the effects. Given the potential broad benefit for others, platforms
should partner with researchers and enable independent study of this and other
questions around such interventions.
While it would be difficult to develop a system to identify all harmful posts about
the coronavirus as they begin trending, even flagging and reviewing some posts
earlier could be an effective mitigation approach to these posts. It would also
provide those users contributing to virality a chance to pause and reassess.
Rethinking autoplay. Platforms that enable video autoplay should rethink the

algorithms behind video autoplay queues and suggested videos. Autoplay systems
generate a queue of videos to watch next based on a viewer’s browsing history and
automatically start them following the conclusion of the viewer’s current video.
Video autoplay algorithms have been shown to be radicalizing forces for users. 67
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In the past, researchers have found that the YouTube video autoplay algorithm
walks users toward increasingly extreme content. 68 This problem could be
especially dangerous when it comes to spreading harmful coronavirus content. If
platforms are unable to effectively prevent coronavirus mis/disinformation, they
should retool video autoplay to play authoritative videos on the topic. YouTube, 69
TikTok,70 and Snapchat71 have all already curated authoritative coronavirus
content. This authoritative content should be prioritized within next-to-play video
queues on any subjects related to the coronavirus.
Adding friction for audience acquisition. Serial producers or sharers of coronavirus

misinformation should be removed from recommendation algorithms for accounts
to follow and friend and as groups to join. For groups or accounts that repeatedly
violate terms around harmful coronavirus mis/disinformation, platforms should
notify those accounts and group moderators of repeated violations and warn them
of potential recommendation-algorithm docking or removal.
Adding friction for audience distribution. For accounts that repeatedly share false

and harmful information about COVID-19 or COVID-19 response, social media
platforms should push a warning to followers. Platform distribution algorithms should
also take the sharing of content later found to be mis/disinformation into account in
determining future distribution, notifying and docking future distribution if accounts
have been shown to have a history of repeatedly spreading mis/disinformation.
If violations continue over time, existing members and followers should be forced
to choose whether to stay/follow or leave/unfollow the sources of repeated mis/
disinformation. For example, a prompt that forces followers to opt in to continue
following could serve as a deterrent. This would change the default incentive
to amass followers with assumed continued distribution and information
consumption to an active choice that clearly alerts users that they’re subscribing
to accounts that are repeatedly sharing false information. Such a change would
incentivize users who repeatedly share false or harmful information about
COVID-19 to change their behavior or risk losing the audience that they have
built up over time.

Front-end friction
Scan and suggest. Beneficial friction is already at work in mitigating harmful online
content. In 2019, as a part of its anti-bullying efforts, Instagram started using
artificial intelligence to scan draft captions and warn users if captions contained
potentially offensive language similar to language that had been previously
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reported (see image below) and noted “promising” results.72 Twitter has also
started experimenting with prepublication revision tools.73 The piloted feature
being tested scans the draft text of a post, and if the draft includes language that’s
likely to be reported, users receive a prompt giving them the option to revise
the reply before it’s published. CAP encourages Instagram, Twitter, and every
platform making parallel changes to publicly share more detailed findings on this
test so that a broader community of experts can engage on what the holistic effects
of such a change might be.
CAP proposes that a similar feature—scanning drafts and providing information or
suggestive cues before publication—be brought to bear on the sharing of pandemic
mis/disinformation. Platforms should pilot privacy-sensitive tools that detect
keywords and cause an “Are you sure you’re not spreading false information about
COVID-19?” click-through screen to pop up when users are drafting a message
or sharing content about a key COVID-19 topic such as social distancing, hand
washing, vaccine information, or election modifications. For those uploading media,
metatags or descriptions mentioning coronavirus key words could trigger similar
pop-ups. In these type of actions, platforms could suggest relevant quality sources
or fact checks or redirect users to dedicated information centers before a user posts,
shares, forwards, or publishes content. Such an intervention could be deployed
randomly as an occasional reminder for all users; deployed to all users around
topics with trending disinformation and credible sources to provide; or deployed
progressively more frequently for serial misinformation sharers. Research suggests
that this approach may positively affect user behavior; it has been found that asking
users to pause and consider the veracity of a headline slows the sharing of false
information.74 For users that do share false information, presenting them with a
correction can dramatically reduce belief in false information.75
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Adding friction in messaging. Structural tweaks that add beneficial friction have
already been shown to slow disinformation in messaging-centric platforms.
Efforts from WhatsApp, a Facebook-owned messaging product, to stem viral
disinformation have included not only a contextual “forwarded” icon but also user
interface limitations on the number of simultaneous forwards and the number of
groups one account can moderate.76 After the global rollout of a limitation to restrict
sharing on “highly forwarded messages” to only one chat, WhatsApp reported a
“70% reduction in the number of highly forwarded messages sent on WhatsApp.” 77
Reports suggest that Facebook Messenger, another Facebook-owned messaging
product, has tested similar functionality but has not enabled it.78 Given Messenger’s
reach and its integration with Facebook Groups, CAP believes a restriction on
highly forwarded messages should be immediately activated for Messenger as well as
other direct-messaging platforms, including Facebook-owned Instagram.
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Context
Considering the ongoing challenges of moderating content well—which are only
made worse by the uptick in traffic online79 — finding other ways to aid users in
processing and interpreting content must be a part of the mis/disinformation
response. One strategy is to give users additional context to aid in processing
information. Social media platforms tend to collapse social context for users, 80
displaying all content in a similar way despite varied sources, relationships,
history, or purpose and intermediating relationships81 between content producers
and content consumers. As a result, these designs remove the social cues and
contextual information that could help a user better interpret and make sense of
what they’re seeing. Recent research from scholars P.M. Krafft and Joan Donovan
demonstrates that social media platform design tends to collate information
into positive evidence collages; images are easily shared on social media, while
textual conversations and overlays contesting those images are less easily shared. 82
When a user posts a false meme about the coronavirus, for example, other users
might contest it in the comments and reactions. But if this meme is shared across
platforms and, in some instances, on-platform, the false evidence in the image
is carried over but the contesting text is lost; the context that would help new
viewers be wary of the image is missing.
Platforms need not start from scratch. Already, efforts are being undertaken
to provide context for users. With substantial thought toward how to maintain
opportunity for new users and users without institutional affiliations,
contextual information could greatly aid user discretion in processing and
sharing coronavirus mis/disinformation. Contextual information could include
information about the poster, the source of the content, and the subject matter of
the content itself.
Subject matter context. Social media platforms should explore ways to provide

context for posts relating to the coronavirus crisis. During the COVID-19
pandemic, YouTube has started displaying “fact-check panels” with content
from eligible publishers above searches related to the coronavirus. 83 Snapchat is
providing a filter series with vetted information on COVID-19. 84
As a part of its coronavirus crisis response, Facebook created a COVID19 Information Center to centralize and uplift authoritative sources on the
coronavirus at the top of each newsfeed. 85 (see images below) Modeled on this
approach, it later announced a Voting Information Center, which aims to curate
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credible information about voting, including posts from a user’s local election
authorities, registration guidance, vote-by-mail instructions, ID requirements,
and more. (see images below) As part of the voting information effort, Facebook
announced that it would automatically append a link to its Voting Information
Center on all posts mentioning voting, regardless of content, veracity, or author. 86
Facebook will scan all posts and, if discussion of voting is detected, automatically
append a link to the Voting Information Center on the post. Facebook should
immediately take a similar scan-and-append approach to posts on coronavirus
topics, curating credible and local coronavirus information and linking directly to
the center on all posts mentioning the coronavirus. After the initial deployment,
Facebook should aim to update its Voting Information Center and COVID-19
Information Center to provide more expanded personalized in-line information,
without requiring a click for more information.

Credit: Facebook

Other platforms should pursue similar efforts to embed quality information
around posts on coronavirus topics for which the disinformation stakes are high.
Providing in-post context can help equip users with the information that they
need to interpret the post content for themselves. Given the difficulty of effective
moderation under pandemic conditions, providing quality information on key
subjects within user posts by default can help put the facts at users’ fingertips.
Platforms should pair user content with labels, pop-ups, suggestions, or display
of corresponding fact checks. In terms of ethical label design, as experts at First
Draft note, 87 labels should be noticeable, consistent, nonconfrontational, and easy
to process, as well as offer more information and not draw unnecessary attention
to harmful content. In terms of video content, platforms should consider both user
interface tweaks and short video warnings or contextual information that precede
user content on sensitive topics.
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The “truth sandwich” context. In addition to basic information on key areas of public

interest, social media platforms should develop dynamic systems to automatically
provide in-feed context on topics trending with disinformation. This could
repurpose the existing ability of many platforms to deliver targeted contextual
advertising and allow quality context to be provided before and after any potential
disinformation. This builds on the “truth sandwich” concept suggested by
psychologist George Lakoff to counter lies and disinformation, diminishing the
harm of disinformation with authoritative sources. 88
For example, the false conspiracy theory that 5G caused the coronavirus would
have been a great candidate for trend-specific contextual fact checks. This
conspiracy theory showed how mis/disinformation can rapidly spread out of
control and cause real-world harms—in this case, harassment of telecom workers
and arson attempts against cell towers in Western Europe. 89 Imagine that any
posts with the words “5G” and “COVID-19”—those that did not violate terms or
had not yet been flagged or reviewed—were surrounded above and below with
authoritative information about COVID-19—the “truth sandwich.” Discrete crisis
events may merit general contextual information for on-topic posts as a way to
help mitigate the spread of misinformation in the aftermath of a crisis.
Context for the poster. Contextual information should also include more detailed and

accessible information about the poster within a post interface. Basic information
such as location, relationship to the reader, duration on the platform, institutional
affiliations, history on the platform, ad purchases on the platform, paid posts on the
platform, and verified expertise in key areas of public interest could all help users
weigh posts in different contexts. Twitter, for example, is rushing to verify more health
sources to help elevate informed perspectives about the coronavirus.90 Facebook is
including location on posts by high-reach Pages and Instagram accounts.91 These and
similar changes would make it easier for users to process content.
In addition to basic information about the provenance, history, and relationship to
the user, platforms should label accounts that repeatedly share false or misleading
information about COVID-19. Platforms should go further in notifying accounts
that publish and users who view or interact with harmfully inaccurate posts on
COVID-19 about the specifics of their interaction, the offending content, its
relationship to platform terms, and a relevant fact check.92 This could happen
either via notification or in context within existing feeds or streams. Research
suggests that delivering specific corrections from fact-checkers could reduce belief
in disinformation by half among social media users.93
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Context on the source. Contextual information should also include information

about the source of third-party content. At present, users have few cues to
help them contextualize the source of third-party content posted by another
user. Information on content publication dates, host sites, whether the URL is
frequently fact-checked as false on the platform, and details inferred from toplevel and second-level domains may help users catch red flags early. Drawing from
on-platform details or verification program information about the third party
could also help provide further information—for example, Twitter verifying
candidates for elected office—as would linking out to off-platform groups
with strong verification processes such as Wikipedia. Facebook has delivered
animated contextual prompts for news stories since 2018, which includes drawing
information from the source’s Page and Wikipedia.94 Facebook just announced a
new click-through label for news stories that are more than 90 days old.95 Instances
such as these help users get basic contextual information at the moment of
absorbing the headline message, rather than needing to go digging.
In addition to basic information about the source, platforms should go further in
identifying and placing warning labels on sites that post content that is serially factchecked as false or misleading. Platforms could also identify or place warning labels on
look-alike media sites that falsely present themselves as legitimate journalistic outlets.96

Credit: Facebook
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Cross- and off-platform context. Much of the content created on today’s social media

platforms is not just spread by the algorithms on a platform’s website but offsite
as well—as in off the originating platform and embedded, linked, or reposted
somewhere else on the web. Often, the steps being taken to provide warnings or
context occur only onsite and fail to transfer offsite. This ignores an important
aspect of how information spreads online.
For example, the existing YouTube context bars do not appear for YouTube videos
that appear in Google search.97 Twitter’s new labels on content (see image below)
may not carry over when tweets are embedded offsite,98 but the platform has noted
there are updates coming in this area.
On-platform tweet, with context label:

Credit: Twitter

Platforms should commit to ensuring that steps they take are also carried through
offsite, such as including warning labels or fact-check panels in embedded materials,
requiring a click-through for materials deemed to have medical misinformation, and
including additional context before or after suspected video misinformation. While
it is true that platforms do not control the site that their content may be embedded
on, they still often control what appears before or after that content—for example,
with video advertising. Utilizing this existing advertising technology—for example,
when a YouTube video that is suspected of medical misinformation is shared or
embedded—could take advantage of YouTube’s existing pre-roll video advertising
infrastructure to show authoritative COVID-19 video information before and after
the material. This would take the aforementioned “truth sandwich” concept to crossor off-platform context.
21
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Context in messaging. Coronavirus mis/disinformation that spreads within direct

messaging platforms is difficult to arrest or provide with context. However, efforts such
as WhatsApp’s forwarded icon are a great example of small tweaks that provide context
without needing to invade privacy.99 The messages are still end-to-end encrypted,
but WhatsApp provides the user with a double-arrow icon to let them know that a
particular message has been forwarded more than five times and is thus unlikely to
originate with a close contact. Knowing that disinformation spreads through messages
on its app, WhatsApp has also sought to provide in-app context about the coronavirus
through its Coronavirus Information Hub and through an integrated submission
process to fact-checking organizations. Instagram and Facebook messaging features
should adopt similar forwarded and highly forwarded labels.
Paying for context. Quality information isn’t cheap to produce. While Facebook and

Google have made contributions to fact-checking programs and local news support,
it is not clear that financial support increases appropriately with the volume of work
the companies may be generating. If social media giants are going to rely on Creative
Commons work to serve context to users, those entities should be compensated for
their work. Nonprofits such as Wikipedia have invested resources in creating quality
informational processes for decades; platforms should appropriately contribute to
Wikipedia, fact-checking organizations, and the journalism they rely on to help
provide context for users. Even if their licensing structures allow for royalty-free use,
platforms should commit to appropriate support and compensation.

Transparency
For all of these suggestions, however, an essential condition for taking swift
action is unprecedented transparency. Addressing the public health threat that
coronavirus mis/disinformation poses is a matter of public interest and merits public
deliberation. But at present, the public is largely in the dark about what’s been tried,
what works, what hasn’t, and how it’s going. It is long past time for companies to
deliver greater transparency100 and increased data access101 to researchers, regulators,
and journalists, potentially via a tiered access disclosure system102 that gives
progressively higher levels of data access to researchers and regulators. As changes
are being prepared, CAP urges platforms to heed the recommendations of numerous
digital rights leaders to preserve data around COVID-19 content moderation.103
Finally, efforts to mitigate mis/disinformation around the coronavirus could be
greatly accelerated if past research was made public. Past internal studies and
experimental data on efforts to address disinformation should be made public to aid
in broader public understanding of disinformation and related issues.
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Ethical, consistent moderation
Hopefully, this discussion is additive in terms of proactive product proposals for
near-term mis/disinformation mitigation. While the authors did not seek to put
forth recommendations directly addressing the challenges in content moderation
itself, they echo others in restating that, while not the structural solution to these
issues, content moderation will remain an essential part of addressing day-to-day
mis/disinformation. If social media platforms do not have functional terms that
address harmful mis/disinformation about the coronavirus crisis, those policies
should be updated.
Moreover, platforms should apply rules transparently and consistently. To preserve
freedom of expression, platforms must structurally incorporate human and
civil rights considerations, adopt Change the Terms coalition standards against
online hate,104 and abide by the Santa Clara Principles, which outline standards
for transparency, notice, and appeal around content moderation decisions.105
Unfortunately, without greater transparency, it is very difficult to reconcile
the contradictory findings of platforms and independent researchers around
enforcement efforts. Therefore, platforms should both embrace the burden of proof
to help the public better understand enforcement efforts and commit to greater
transparency that enables researchers to independently explore them in depth.
Finally, platforms should not only invest in technical strategies that can better
process context and at the same time be more sensitive to marginalized users,
but they should also invest in the human content moderation workforce that
is being asked to do a dangerous job under dangerous conditions. Platforms
have long outsourced106 the low-paid, technically challenging labor of sorting
through traumatic, violent, and hateful material to a second class of workers
who often aren’t allowed to be publicly associated with the companies. Content
moderators for major social media platforms should be treated as employees;
their status as second-class contractors is a particularly disingenuous effort to
hide the challenging and difficult work of content moderation. Facebook in
particular—which just paid a $52 million settlement to content moderators who
suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder and related conditions107—would do
well to acknowledge their importance through representation on the Facebook
Oversight Board, a commission Facebook created to comment on a selection of
its moderation decisions. Social media platforms must also prioritize the health
of those working in call center conditions, ensuring that systems are in place to
prevent the spread of COVID-19 or making the privacy investments needed for
moderators to work safely from home.
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Conclusion
During a pandemic, disinformation and misinformation are a threat to public
health. Bad actors have already sown confusion and division around the
coronavirus and the public health response. As the United States enters the next
phase of the COVID-19 pandemic and with public health conditions varying
more widely among regions, states, and localities, coronavirus mis/disinformation
is poised to intensify. Lasting solutions to mis/disinformation will require
regulatory change that seeks a more open, competitive, and rights-respecting
internet. In the near term, however, the set of tools for grappling with this crisis is
extremely limited.
Beyond improved content moderation, CAP recommends that platforms explore
product-level changes to provide context and increase beneficial friction as nearterm, proactive mitigation methods for coronavirus mis/disinformation. The
changes that flow from these recommendations will require significant company
resources and enhanced transparency to ensure that they are implemented to curb
false or harmful content about the pandemic and do not accidentally penalize the
critical work of the press, public health organizations, advocates, and civil society
during this time.
Admittedly, some of the recommendations and product suggestions may sound
heavy handed to a generation of product managers and designers who have
championed optimized and frictionless experiences—often to delightful or
pro-social ends. But fear of intervention or choosing not to intervene is a design
choice in and of itself. While the recommendations presented in this report may
be somewhat draconian, the authors are confident that given the task of slowing
coronavirus mis/disinformation and the permission to look holistically at freedom
of expression, rather than only at engagement and ad revenue, more skillful,
surgical, and appropriate interventions that incorporate context and friction can
be found. The mis/disinformation crisis in this moment has laid bare the need for
products to do more to prevent rather than primarily respond.
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Finally, as platforms continue to grapple with the growing tide of COVID-19 mis/
disinformation, they must publicly come to grips with the inescapably subjective,
political nature of amplifying information for profit. CAP joins with others in calling
for platforms to acknowledge their power, preserve sensemaking, increase space for
user thoughtfulness, and be transparent about trade-offs and results of their efforts.
Public health threats must be a matter of public deliberation. As companies continue
efforts to mitigate pandemic mis/disinformation, CAP encourages them to work
with the urgency and transparency that the moment requires.
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Appendix: Recommendations list
For convenience, a bulleted list of proposals for social media platforms set
forth by this report is outlined below. As noted, not all recommendations apply
consistently to all platforms, but CAP urges each to look carefully, ask how it
may apply to them, and use their vast resources to test and improve upon these
ideas. CAP further encourages platforms and others to propose other proactive
interventions and product changes that create context and friction in order to
reduce the harms of coronavirus mis/disinformation.
Each of the recommendations below has the potential to mitigate coronavirus mis/
disinformation issues but also the potential for abuse or harm. Therefore, platforms
must center human and civil rights best practices from the start in exploring these
features and commit to unprecedented transparency measures that aid independent
groups in their own evaluations. Platforms must work quickly to mitigate the harms
caused by coronavirus mis/disinformation; public transparency around these
changes is essential and will greatly accelerate the understanding of these problems.

Friction
Within user experience design, friction is generally understood to be anything that
inhibits user action within a digital interface. Introducing beneficial friction into the
individual user experience of information sharing and into the back-end amplification
algorithms would be a way to slow mis/disinformation while preserving sensemaking.

Back-end friction
• Parallel to financial market circuit breakers,108 platforms should develop virality
circuit breakers. Trending coronavirus posts that have indicators of mis/
disinformation should trigger rapid review by content moderation teams and get
prioritization within fact-checking processes.
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• Fast-growing coronavirus content should trigger an internal circuit breaker that
temporarily prevents the content from algorithmic amplification in newsfeeds,
appearing in trending topics, or other algorithmically aggregated and promoted
avenues.
• Fast-growing coronavirus content that is unchecked should cause a generic warning to
pop up, such as “This content is spreading rapidly, but it has not yet been fact-checked,”
until the content is able to be reviewed by platforms or third-party fact-checkers.
Test multiple iterations, with short- and long-term effect observations, to ensure
interventions are not generating unintended effects or causing backfire effects.
• Retool video autoplay queues to play only authoritative videos regarding the
coronavirus.
• Serial producers or sharers of coronavirus mis/disinformation should be removed
from recommendation algorithms for accounts to follow/friend and as groups to join.
• If violations continue over time for serial producers/sharers who are notified of
coronavirus mis/disinformation, existing members or followers should be notified of
repeated violations and forced to choose whether to stay/follow or leave/unfollow.
• Platform distribution algorithms should also take the sharing of content later found
to be mis/disinformation into account in determining future distribution, notifying
and docking future distribution for accounts that have shown to have a history of
repeatedly spreading mis/disinformation.

Front-end friction
• Develop scan-and-suggest systems to proactively discourage coronavirus mis/
disinformation. For draft, prepublication content that appears to violate terms
around known areas of important or harmful coronavirus mis/disinformation,
alert users of potential violations and ask if they’d like to revise their post before
publication. (see Instagram caption alerts; Twitter reply revision experiment). Such
a strategy could scan information in text-based posts, as well as captions for photo or
video content.
• For draft content that appears to violate terms around known areas of important
or harmful coronavirus mis/disinformation, alert users to credible fact-checking
resources relevant to the topic. (see YouTube fact checking panels; Instagram
caption alerts)
• For accounts that frequently distribute coronavirus misinformation, implement
an “Are you sure you’re not spreading false information about COVID-19?”
click-through cue before a user can post, share, forward, or publish content. This
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intervention could appear progressively more frequently for accounts that continue
to share mis/disinformation.
• For platforms with direct-messaging capabilities, limit the number of times a
message can be forwarded simultaneously. (see WhatsApp’s forwarding limitations)

Context
Giving users more cues and information to help contextualize coronavirus
information and aid in processing coronavirus mis/disinformation, including
context on the subject matter, the poster, and the third-party content sources.
• For posts on topics related to the coronavirus, automatically append links to
information sources or dedicated information centers. (see Facebook’s credible voting
links on all posts about voting)
• For posts on topics related to coronavirus mis/disinformation, build in side-by-side
displays of an appropriate fact check. (see YouTube’s fact-check panels)
• Provide basic contextual information about the poster, including details such as
location, relationship to the reader, duration on the platform, institutional affiliations,
history on the platform, and verified expertise in key areas of public interest.
• Provide contextual information about the source of third-party content, such as
content publication dates (see Facebook’s old article prompts), host sites, details
inferred from top-level and second-level domains, on-platform details or information
from verification programs about the third party—for example, Twitter verifying
candidates for elected office—whether the URL is frequently fact-checked on a
platform, or off-platform information drawn from groups with strong verification
processes such as Wikipedia.
• For in-feed content on topics trending with coronavirus mis/disinformation, take a
“truth sandwich”109 approach by pairing them with quality in-feed sources before and
after potentially harmful posts.
• Label accounts that repeatedly share false or misleading information about COVID-19.
• Label posts that link to outside sites whose content is repeatedly fact-checked as false
or misleading on a platform.
• Carry over any warning labels or fact checks when harmful content is shared
across platforms.
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• Provide contextual clues about how the content has been shared or promoted
on-platform or across platforms.
• Label accounts of look-alike media sites that falsely present themselves as legitimate
journalistic outlets.
• Notify publishing accounts who post COVID-19 mis/disinformation of the
offending content and the relevant fact check.
• Notify users who view or interact with COVID-19 mis/disinformation about the
specifics of their interaction, the offending content, its relationship to platform
terms, and a relevant fact check.
• For high-reach accounts, platforms should provide information about the
provenance, history, credentials and/or follower composition. (see Facebook Page
transparency)
• For direct messages, provide forwarded labels on any forwarded messages. (see
WhatsApp forwarded labels)
• For posts on coronavirus mis/disinformation that do not merit removal under terms
or standards, provide labels on the post and the account, in addition to side-by-side
fact-checking suggestions.
• For offsite video content—or all video content—include pre- or post-roll credible
content.
• For videos on key coronavirus mis/disinformation topics, include a TV news-style
ticker warning of frequent mis/disinformation on this topic and link out to relevant
fact checks.
• For verified experts in key domains, provide domain-specific verification labels. (see
Twitter’s verification labels for candidates for public office, reimagined for domains
with relevance to COVID-19)
• Major social media platforms should compensate any independent entities whose
work is used to help provide quality, contextual information, including fact-checking
organizations, Wikipedia, and independent media groups—even if licensing allows
free use.
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